Idye Natural Instructions

Read/Download
recommend a rolling boil. Instructions on the back of each pack. Jacquard iDye Natural Fabric Dye is an easy to use dye which provides even and high dye coverage on fabrics. It works well on cotton, silk, wool and rayon too, but for 100% polyester or nylon, use iDye Poly. You can either dye it on fabric according to the package instructions. I used iDye for Natural Fabrics in Navy.

3. On the back of the fabric, sketch out your design in chalk. 4. For use with Jacquard iDye Natural Fibres - Helps retain color intensity over time. Test first and follow the instructions on the pack. £5.45 Dyes (24) · Dylon MACHINE Dyes (24) · Jacquard IDye - Poly & Nylon (9) · Jacquard IDye Natural (31). The darker colours were created following the packet instructions - I placed my fabric samples in the correct dye for your fabric type - for example IDye makes a dye for natural fabrics.

Enquiry. Classic instructions for Rainbow Tie-Dyeing · Link to the product page · Instructions for Ice Dyeing with Procion MX dyes Dyeing Natural Fabrics with iDye For natural and synthetic blended fabrics use iDye Poly with corresponding iDye natural color. iDye Poly Color intensifier and instructions included. For tips on how to use it, see the iDye Auxiliary Chemicals · iDye Natural · iDye Poly Each instructional packet contains written instructions, color photo and an 18"x24" swatch of dye color. iDye will work on cotton, silk, wool and rayon too, but for 100% polyester or nylon, use iDye Poly. You can either dye it on Simply follow the packet instructions for best results. iDye is more expensive than some other dyes, but it produces beautiful results. For more information, visit the Jacquard iDye website. £5.30 It works well, just pay attention to the instructions, you need to wear gloves. You need. Jacquard iDye for natural fabrics, cotton, rayon and silk - dyes up to 1.3kg of dry cloth. GOLD OCHRE Further instructions are available inside the packet.